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Abstract 

This chapter theorizes how temporary proximity operates in the context of trade fairs and other 
professional gatherings. Such events function as temporary clusters and temporary markets that bring 
together representatives from an organizational field for the purpose of making business and exchanging 
knowledge. The unique characteristics of these events generate global buzz which in turn facilitates 
knowledge spillovers that are important for adjustments in products and technologies. Intrinsic to these 
events and the buzz they generate are innovation dynamics, wherein participants’ desires to become more 
effective in finding business partners during future events lead to technological and product adjustments. 
The firms that partner at these events have an incentive to develop embedded relations that can grow 
into longer-term producer-user linkages. The search processes for new products and technologies at trade 
fairs often prioritize choices that fit the specific production context of the searching firms, thus creating 
a trend toward technological specialization within larger production systems, instead of driving 

technological convergence. 
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Theorizing Temporary Proximity, Temporary Clusters and 

Temporary Markets 

1 Temporary Proximity 

Economic geography, regional economics and related disciplines are based on the fundamental understanding 
that economic processes differ between localities and that firms can benefit from being located in close 
proximity to one another. Not only does proximity in economic relations reduce transportation and transaction 
costs (Scott 1988; Weber 1909), it serves as a fundamental catalyst in sharing knowledge, solving problems and 
generating trust in economic life (Storper and Walker 1989). Traditionally, the advantages of proximity have 
been associated with economic agents that are co-located within a regional context or locality, sharing the 
same institutional context (Gückler and Bathelt 2017) and benefiting from ongoing co-presence and face-to-
face interaction. While it is clear that economic interaction and its results cannot be explained by spatial 
proximity alone and that social and relational affinities greatly support such interaction (Amin and Cohendet 
2004), a sizable literature in the field views cities and regions as the fundamental units of knowledge production 
and innovation (Storper and Venables 2004), sometimes citing early studies from the pre-Internet and pre-
globalization era (Audretsch and Feldman 1996).  

With the rise of the global knowledge economy, however, it becomes clear that proximity can no longer be 
viewed as a dominant organization principle of economic life. Firms have to make choices of whether to locate 
in a single place, for example close to their resource base, or whether they locate individual functions in different 
places, trading off for multiple spatial proximities and distances. In such a situation, a firm may decide to 
establish a new research and development facility in a different country to access that country’s specific 
knowledge base and be close to the respective market, while accepting that such facilities will be located far 
away from established production sites (Bathelt and Turi 2011; Malecki 2010). In other words, complex economic 
processes are always associated with both spatial proximities and distances. 

Torre and Rallet (2005) distinguish two fundamental forms of proximity that operate behind such production 
configurations: spatial (geographical) and organized proximity. In this distinction, organized proximity is not a 
spatial construct but relates to a social affinity that does not exist a priori but has to be created, organized and 
implemented to enable and secure production linkages over distance (Rallet and Torre 2009; 2017). Without the 
natural advantages of permanent spatial proximity, temporary proximity has been recognized as an important 
catalyst to generate economic relations over distance and support their coordination (Bathelt and Henn 2014) 
especially when non-routine processes dominate, when problems occur or when specific changes need to be 
planned. In recognizing the importance of related temporary get-togethers, a booming literature on different 
configurations of knowledge creation that require temporary co-presence has developed, including studies about 
the role of business travelers (Beaverstock et al. 2009; Wickham 2008), transnational family networks (Henn 
2012), the New Argonauts (Saxenian 2006) or co-working spaces and temporary workplaces (Bilgrim et al. 2009; 
Merkel 2017). 

One specific form of temporary gathering that has been central to related debates is the so-called temporary 
cluster that has been identified and studied in the context of large international trade fairs, conferences and 
similar types of community meetings (Maskell et al. 2006). Such events have long been a focus of studies in 
industrial marketing and management viewing these events as opportunities for producers to attract buyers, 
introduce and advertise products to the market, develop brands and negotiate and conclude trade deals (Golfetto 
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1991; Kirchgeorg 2003). While sales negotiations and deal-making are still important characteristics of many of 
the leading business-to-business fairs today, which will be the primary focus in this chapter, economic 
transactions during such events appear to stagnate as the importance of atypical visitors increases who do not 
participate to buy the displayed products (Borghini et al. 2006; Sharland and Balogh 1996). While exhibitors 
have their markets in mind when they attend these events and visitors focus on their supply chains (Power and 
Jansson 2008), studies in the past decade have repeatedly highlighted the crucial impact of knowledge flows 
during these events (Borghini et al. 2014; Luo and Zhong 2016; Maskell et al. 2006; Rinallo and Golfetto 2011) 
and developed a knowledge-based understanding of their dynamics (Bathelt et al. 2014). 

In recognizing the significance of such gatherings as places where knowledge circulation and creation take place 
in temporary proximity – related to new products and processes, changing market needs and opportunities to 
acquire partners – a fine-grained understanding of temporary clusters has developed over time. I have 
participated in these explorations since the early-2000s and aim in this chapter to integrate the crucial insights 
that have resulted from this research into a consistent theorization of temporary proximity, temporary clusters 
and temporary markets. 

In the next section, I will emphasize that trade fairs are not just sales and marketing events but that they are 
crucial places of knowledge generation. They develop vibrant knowledge ecologies that form temporary clusters 
and temporary markets. The section that follows analyzes and characterizes the specific nature of the knowledge 
ecologies at these events that generate so-called global buzz associated with manifold important learning 
channels. It is then argued that knowledge exchanges and innovation are not only characteristics of leading 
flagship fairs that are focused on technology development but that they are also fundamental processes at trade-
based events that establish temporary marketplaces for corporate sellers and buyers. Based on feedback 
processes that unfold over time, these events are characterized by important knowledge dynamics and become 
drivers of innovation processes in their respective organizational fields. In the subsequent section, it is shown 
that even regular market relations at trade fairs provide incentives to develop ongoing partnerships and that 
related knowledge flows lead to a transition from a market toward a production focus. In concluding, the seeming 
paradox is explored of how trade fairs, despite the fact that the development of new technologies is intrinsic to 
the interactions they create, facilitate increased specialization in permanent systems within which the respective 
firms are situated and thus reinforce extant economic pathways. 

2 Temporary Clusters and Temporary Markets  

While trade fairs have traditionally been viewed as temporary marketplaces where sellers meet buyers to 
introduce products into the market and engage in market transactions (Golfetto 1991; Kirchgeorg 2003; Meffert 
1999), a different perspective on trade fairs has developed since the mid-2000s that pays particular attention 
to the potential of these events to stimulate knowledge flows over distance (Bathelt and Henn 2014; Li and 
Bathelt 2017). The concept of the temporary cluster directs attention to the role of trade fairs and similar 
community gatherings in generating and maintaining networks in production, research and marketing (Li 2006; 
Maskell et al. 2006; Panitz and Glückler 2017). A parallel discussion about temporary markets extends this view 
and identifies the different knowledge ecologies and related strategies that exist in different types of events 
(Borghini et al. 2014; Rinallo and Golfetto 2006; 2011). From these explorations, a comprehensive knowledge-
based conception of trade fairs has developed over time (Bathelt et al. 2014; Rinallo et al. 2017) which 
emphasizes the importance of international fairs as critical nodes in the global political economy (Zeng and 
Bathelt 2015). While associated work initially focused on the leading technology-based trade fairs (Bathelt and 
Schuldt 2008; Maskell et al. 2006), increasingly attention has been paid to different types of events, their 
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specific knowledge ecologies (Bathelt et al. 2014; Li 2014; 2015) and the global trade fair circuits they are part 
of (Power and Jansson 2008). 

From a knowledge perspective, trade fairs appear similar to permanent industrial clusters with identifiable 
horizontal, vertical and institutional dimensions and can thus be viewed as temporary clusters (Maskell et al. 
2006) that produce complex knowledge ecologies (Bathelt and Schuldt 2010). The leading flagship events of an 
organizational field (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) bring together a representation of global demand and supply 
and form a microcosm of this field (Rosson and Seringhaus 1995) based on temporary proximity. Firms producing 
complementary products establish the vertical dimension of the trade fair linked through value-chain-based 
linkages. Along this dimension, knowledge exchanges occur between existing and potential future transaction 
partners and stimulate processes of learning by interaction. In contrast, competing firms with a similar 
production program generate the horizontal dimension characterized by different types of knowledge flows (Luo 
and Zhong 2016; Power and Jansson 2008). Through processes of scanning the exhibits of competitors and 
learning by observation about new developments and the perceptions of other attendees, firms are able to 
achieve an overview of their competition and establish effective benchmarks for their production program and 
its future direction (Bathelt and Schuldt 2010). 

Intensive face-to-face interaction and observation are especially effective because the participants at a trade 
fair share a common institutional dimension that revolves around their organizational field. Shared institutions 
support sense-making and enable fine-grained knowledge exchanges. The attendees that engage with each other 
originate from overlapping knowing communities (Boland and Tenkasi 1995) that are focused on the same key 
markets and a similar technological focus. This institutional dimension generates a natural environment to 
discuss impressions of and developments in the field and to collectively interpret new trends (Bathelt and 
Schuldt 2010). Through their roles as temporary global nodes of organizational fields, these events are able to 
internalize the external dimension of permanent clusters by gathering international suppliers and users 
temporarily at a single site. 

While this concept of temporary clusters enables researchers to develop new perspectives regarding the 
connection between local and global production (Ramírez-Pasillas 2008), it is also characterized by a specific 
focus on knowledge exchanges in upstream production and innovation processes (Rinallo et al. 2017). It is only 
through the combination of this view with a temporary market perspective (Rinallo and Golfetto 2011) into a 
comprehensive knowledge-based conception of trade fairs (Bathelt et al. 2014) that related research has opened 
up to also investigate downstream market linkages, the changing character of trade fairs in competing with each 
other (Li and Bathelt 2017), and the knowledge-based strategies of trade show organizers in strengthening the 
competitiveness both of the events and their underlying industries. In particular, this comprehensive perspective 
identifies different types of business-to-business fairs that are characterized by a different structure of 
knowledge flows and corresponding learning opportunities: global hub, export, import and local exchange fairs. 

As opposed to the leading flagship events or global hub fairs, export fairs are especially designed to strengthen 
a regional or national industry by providing a platform to connect the respective producers with their 
international markets. These events can be seen as instruments to support industry specialization and provide 
opportunities for foreign users to learn about a territorially-based industry. Vice versa, export fairs generate 
opportunities for regional industries to build global pipelines and learn about specific needs and preferences in 
their international markets. Exhibitors are also able to inspect each other’s products and gain insights in how 
to differentiate their own products (Golfetto 2004; Rinallo and Golfetto 2011). Conversely, import fairs connect 
regional or national user industries with international suppliers and provide them with access to products that 
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are not manufactured regionally or nationally. This is especially beneficial in developing economies when 
national and regional industries do not yet exist or do not produce the required quality of products. 

However, technological learning opportunities for regional producers may be limited at such international events 
if the region or country that organizes them is situated at a very early stage in its economic development (Li 
2014; 2015). While local exchange fairs may not generate many learning opportunities for technological 
innovation due to the low technological level of the participants, global hub events have little regional or 
national involvement at all and are primarily set up as places that stimulate learning and exchange processes 
for international participants. Global export and import fairs similarly may not offer extensive technological 
learning potential because the technology gap between domestic and international participants may be too 
large at this early stage and prevent local firms from learning about opportunities for innovation. An optimal 
learning space for regional or national trade fair participants may therefore be found at events that are 
characterized by a more balanced participation of domestic and international exhibitors and visitors with a mix 
of highly sophisticated and more mature products and technologies, as opposed to pure import, export or global 
hub events (Li 2014). While limitations for learning may thus be in place at the latter types of trade fairs in the 
initial stages of economic development, this changes over time as the producers and users become used to 
operating with more advanced technologies and benefit more from the knowledge flows associated with such 
events. As will be shown further down, even pure sales events develop under such conditions into places of 
specific learning and innovation dynamics. 

3 Global Buzz and Learning Channels 

The manifold learning opportunities that exist especially at large trade fairs are a consequence of the specific 
nature of these events, the character of their participants and the opportunities that are available to engage 
with others in temporary proximity. These events create specific knowledge ecologies consisting of 
conversations, observations, rumors and gossip – referred to as global buzz. This buzz makes such trade fairs 
particularly attractive for firms as they benefit from unique learning channels (Bathelt and Schuldt 2010; Maskell 
et al. 2006). While global buzz shares some similarities with the local buzz in permanent clusters (Bathelt et al. 
2004; Pinch et al. 2003; Storper and Venables 2004), its specific value results from the fact that it is based on 
a broad, sometimes global, representation of the organizational field (Rosson and Seringhaus 1995). The 
knowledge exchanges at trade fairs are especially effective since these are not singular events but integral parts 
of what could be called the modern periodic social economy (Norcliffe and Rendace 2003) and, as such, induce 
constant updates of information from prior events. Trade fairs and similar professional gatherings take place 
annually or every few years and provide a forum for established and new firms in an organizational field to 
discuss and observe the state of their field, as well as to take note of the changes and adjustments that occur 
over time. This relates in the first place to the exhibited products and processes but extends to the development 
of the entire industry, its markets, technological bases and institutional settings. 

Organizational fields are also the basis of other types of trade fairs that have different characteristics and serve 
different purposes, each bringing together similar groups of participants on an almost ongoing basis at different 
times of the year in different places worldwide. As firms find out which of the many events in a field are relevant 
to them and select the ones in which to participate, this generates a cycle of related community gatherings 
(Power and Jansson 2008) and creates a buzz in the field that moves from event to event and jumps from place 
to place with the event cycle. While crucial components of buzz can be accessed at different types of trade fairs, 
it is particularly the important technology-based fairs that generate this global buzz almost automatically as a 
consequence of their unique characteristics (Storper and Venables 2004). These are associated with (i) global 
co-presence, (ii) intensive face-to-face interaction, (iii) dense observations, (iv) intersecting communities and 
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(v) multiplex meetings and relationships (Bathelt and Schuldt 2010). This global buzz develops from temporary 
proximity and cannot be replicated in a similar dynamic way within permanent industry settings (Bathelt 2011). 

(i) Global co-presence 

One specific characteristic of leading trade fairs is that they bring together international or global 
representatives of an organizational field that are committed to engage in discussions and interactions with 
each other. These include suppliers, producers, users, buyers, industry observers, media representatives and 
other actors. Their dedicated co-presence is a crucial precondition for the development of global buzz (Bathelt 
and Schuldt 2010). The ensemble of actors that come from different places with different market and production 
contexts is unique and does not exist in a similar way in any other context. Since the attendees invest substantial 
time and money to participate in trade fairs and have a similar focus directed toward the displays of established 
products and processes as well as prototypes and innovations, their interactions are fully focused on the 
organizational field and its development (Bathelt and Schuldt 2008; Luo and Zhong 2016). Unlike in day-to-day 
operations, participants are much less interrupted by deadlines and requests nor are they distracted by unrelated 
work routines. Since the exhibits around which the participants gather represent products and technologies from 
different contexts in different parts of the world, attendees are simultaneously faced with familiar, less familiar 
and even completely new developments. The large diversity of agents and exhibits that focus on different stages 
of the value chain offer the opportunity to confirm charted terrain but also to explore uncharted terrain in the 
field, thus creating a unique milieu for the exchange of knowledge and experiences (Entwistle and Rocamora 
2006). Such a setting creates an ideal playground for intensive face-to-face exchanges and interactions. 

(ii) Intensive face-to-face interaction  

Short-term intensive face-to-face interaction between the different groups of participants are of crucial 
importance as firms are looking for products, technologies or partners that are relevant to them and fit their 
needs. Their challenge is to find and identify these among the often hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands 
of other participants (Callon 2017). Associated processes of getting an overview, sorting among many 
alternatives and selecting the best options available can be most effectively conducted during face-to-face 
encounters. Face-to-face interaction generates crucial advantages compared to other forms of interaction 
(Storper and Venables 2004) as complex knowledge bodies can be explained more clearly, complicated issues 
repeated in response to questions and feedback mechanisms used to reinsure that messages have been properly 
communicated. This is strongly supported by the parallel transmission of nonverbal cues that provide additional 
information or have an integrational function (Short et al. 1976). For instance, exhibitors explaining new 
technologies will provide as much information and data as possible about new technologies and their relevance 
(Cohendet et al. 2013) ‘to spread the word’, generate initial trust, create interest and stimulate future business. 
By using hand gestures for example, they can better explain the structure of a new technology or split up a 
complex knowledge body into individual parts and explain how they are linked. Visitors can study the body 
language during communication to identify positive or negative associations with a new technology and listen 
to the comments of other visitors. All of this provides opportunities for interactive learning and generates a 
platform to effectively evaluate new product and technology developments (Prüser 1997). Because of the highly-
condensed character of events that bring many attendees to a limited space, face-to-face contacts with other 
attendees are easy to achieve and almost unavoidable. Through engagement in face-to-face interaction, 
participants are able to quickly check out technological developments and acquire crucial knowledge that helps 
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them distinguish between more and less important trends and make initial decisions regarding the future use 
of products and technologies (Bathelt and Schuldt 2008; Li and Bathelt 2017; Zhong and Luo 2018). 

(iii) Dense observation 

Face-to-face interactions with other attendees at trade fairs are complemented by dense observations of the 
artifacts that are at the center of the events and that provide the context for interactions. The exhibits and 
their set-up are crucial markers for visitors to organize their participation and to decide which firms to approach 
and who to engage in face-to-face interaction. The observation of exhibits is also important for exhibitors who 
engage in systematic monitoring to get an overview of their competition (Bathelt et al. 2014; Bathelt and 
Gibson 2015). By scanning the products and technologies that are exhibited, firms are able to identify relevant 
innovations and new trends in the industry and compare their own products with those exhibits. Additionally, 
participants are able to touch, smell or otherwise experience certain design characteristics of the exhibits, which 
cannot be achieved in other ways. This helps them evaluate these artifacts. When faced with new technologies, 
they can gather ideas about how these are structured and draw conclusions about their architecture. Importantly, 
when walking through the exhibits, participants can watch peers and their reactions, which helps identify 
especially interesting and promising developments in the field. They can combine expected and surprising 
observations regarding products, technologies and their designs with materials such as samples and brochures 
that are also available at the events. Together, the observations and additional materials enable processes of 
learning by observation and inspection and have an important benchmark function. Participants can reflect upon 
their own production program and their strategies, identify new market segments and approach related customer 
groups, depending upon which refinements and changes they plan after the events (Bathelt and Schuldt 2008; 
Blythe 2002; Borghini et al. 2006; Meffert 1993).  

(iv) Intersecting communities 

The manifold personal encounters that occur during trade fairs through face-to-face interaction and ongoing 
observation processes are quite effective because they lead to crucial knowledge flows as the participants 
understand each other’s language and interpretations and can make sense of the various feedbacks they receive 
(Bathelt et al. 2014). The reason for this is that the participants are members of related knowing communities 
(Boland and Tenkasi 1995) that are embedded in the same organizational field. While the attendees have 
different foci in their professional life ranging from marketing through engineering, their knowing communities 
include overlapping communities of practice (Wenger 1998) and epistemic communities (Knorr-Cetina 1999). 
Through this, knowledge transfers between the participants are efficient and occur almost automatically. The 
trade fair attendees have a common institutional basis that generates similar or joint understandings, 
repertoires, and visions about the organizational field and its dynamics (Blythe 2002; Entwistle and Rocamora 
2006). As the participants share experiences with similar technological and market settings, they are able to 
make sense of new developments and jointly evaluate technological trends and their importance. When new 
machinery is introduced, for instance, they can make sense of their architecture, try to identify the technological 
basis behind these novelties and decide whether it would make sense to move in a similar direction with their 
own products or buy these items from others. Because of the dense knowledge flows through ongoing face-to-
face encounters, they do not even have to inspect a specific exhibit in person but will hear about crucial 
novelties from others. Since they are engaged in multiplex meetings and relations, it is unlikely, that 
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participating firms will miss out on new product and technological developments as they are exposed to such 
knowledge in many different ways (Bathelt and Schuldt 2008; 2010).  

(v) Multiplex meetings and relationships 

The participants at trade fairs relate to each other in multiplex meetings and relationships. While many faces 
encountered at a trade fair are new, attendees also meet existing personal contacts, industry friends, long-
standing partners or other acquaintances from former such events. All of this leads to a mixture of professional 
and personal networks that involve elements of trust and contribute to reliable and fine-grained knowledge 
flows (Bathelt and Schuldt 2010; Uzzi 1997; Zhong and Luo 2018). The participants get together or meet during 
trade fairs in multiple ways. They may plan meetings in advance by e-mail, send spontaneous text messages to 
others to go for a coffee or get together for lunch to discuss business issues. All of this occurs at different places 
in different forms, ranging from visits at the exhibits to chance encounters in the hallways or dinner meetings 
outside the trade fair venue. Visitors, for instance, have the option to communicate with exhibitors at a single 
occasion or go back and forth between several exhibits to collect information and make decisions. They may be 
interested in repeated interaction to get to know each other better and collect initial information regarding the 
compatibility of potential partners. The various encounters involve different contexts for interaction with a 
different mix of messages, small talk, gossip, exchange of news and discussing technological novelties. Often 
attendees enjoy getting out of their normal work routine for a few days and are therefore quite relaxed and open 
for knowledge exchanges. These exchanges are not always exclusively related to the business context but provide 
opportunities to get to know potential partners in an informal way. Even competitors, which originate from the 
same regional or national context and would normally not talk to each other, may exchange observations during 
an event that takes place on neutral territory (Bathelt et al. 2014; Bathelt and Schuldt 2008; Blythe 2002). All 
of this creates substantial global buzz and produces enormous momentum. 

4 Dynamics of Temporary Clusters and Temporary Markets 

When the concept of global buzz was originally introduced, the assumption was that such unique knowledge 
ecologies primarily exist in the context of few leading technology- and innovation-based trade fairs. However, 
recent research has argued that innovation is not just a feature of few selected trade fairs but has much broader 
relevance at such events, even if their focus is on market transactions and sales. In fact, what we observe is 
that the development of product and technology innovations is an intrinsic process to these events (Bathelt et 
al. 2017; Callon 2017). 

The classical understanding of the trade fair is that of a temporary market where a large number of exhibitors 
offer products for sale to an even larger number of buyers. When sellers and buyers come together in close 
proximity, automatically, one might assume, an environment is created that stimulates buying and selling 
activities between the actors. One would expect that the larger the event the more easily transactions take 
place. The Canton Fair in southern China is an example of such an event. Roughly 200,000 foreign buyers get 
together with about 25,000 Chinese exhibitors twice a year for the purpose of engaging in trade relations (Jin 
and Weber 2008; Li and Bathelt 2017). In such market situations, one would not necessarily expect that 
innovation plays an important role. However, empirical work indeed shows that new product and technology 
development is directly related to the participants’ goal to establish market relations (Bathelt et al. 2017). It is 
part of the complicated process of finding the best-fitting trading partners at such an event. At the outset, such 
trade fairs create a multilateral market context with a very large number of potential sellers and buyers (Aspers 
and Darr 2011). While this generates a range of opportunities for participants, it also engenders the challenging 
task of narrowing down this multifaceted market context to a bilateral situation where one exhibitor faces one 
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buyer to discuss specific conditions of trade (Callon 2017). Only once this has been achieved, serious 
negotiations about product alterations, prices and delivery conditions may take place that lead to a sales 
contract. 

To get to this point involves a critical selection process that consists of myriads of short-term encounters 
between potential sellers and buyers during which intensive knowledge exchanges take place. Buyers visit one 
exhibit after the other and explain which products with which characteristics they need, what budgets they have 
and for what applications they are searching for a product or technology (Bathelt et al. 2017; Callon 2017; 
Zerbini and Borghini 2012). At the same time, sellers reveal the features of their products, how they were 
produced, with which purpose and with which materials. In this sense, the potential trade partners use such 
brief encounters to connect past entanglements of how the products were produced with future entanglements 
of how they will be used (Callon 1998). If a perfect or close enough match between these two is found, exhibitors 
and sellers have successfully narrowed down the multilateral market context and subsequently engage in serious 
one-on-one negotiations. 

This process is of course not always successful and, while many short encounters between potential buyers and 
sellers take place at large market events, only a small portion of these exchanges will actually lead to bilateral 
sales negotiations and the formation of contracts. In order to get to this point, large amounts of knowledge 
about the products and their potential uses are being exchanged. It is this process that creates the vibrant 
knowledge ecologies at these events. In other words, as a by-product of the attempt to narrow down the 
multilateral to a bilateral market context, global buzz unfolds and generates important knowledge spillovers 
(Aspers and Darr 2011; Bathelt et al. 2017; Bathelt and Schuldt 2010; Callon 2017). Even those exhibitors that 
are less successful in finding buyers collect much valuable feedback about their products and about user needs, 
both of which help them understand why they were not able to attract buyers. Conversely, those visitors that 
do not find the products and producers they were looking for know what products there are instead and why 
they did not find a perfect match. This global buzz thus generates crucial learning opportunities for future 
economic action. 

Exhibitors use the global buzz from former events to identify possibilities to change their product offerings, add 
new elements to technologies or use new materials in their products. Trade fairs thus drive innovation and 
product differentiation processes of firms (Bathelt 2017; Zhu et al. 2020). They constantly adjust their exhibits 
from trade fair to trade fair and present the most recent designs from past feedbacks with the goal to attract 
more buyers and make it easier to engage in bilateral negotiations. Along the same lines, buyers use their 
knowledge about trends in products and technologies from the last events to modify their production process 
or develop new applications that fit better with the available range of supplies. They constantly modify their 
demands and adjust to available offerings. At large events, such as the Canton Fair (Bathelt et al. 2017), this 
creates fundamental innovation and product differentiation dynamics. While established as an export fair to 
generate trade between Chinese exhibitors and foreign buyers, the nature of products and technologies exhibited 
at the Canton Fair constantly changes and visitors alter their demands from event to event. In this process, 
innovation – which is not at the forefront of this event – becomes an important characteristic as firms present 
themselves in unique ways and buyers come with specific requirements and needs (Callon 2017). This generates 
a dynamic learning platform (Li and Bathelt 2017; Zhong and Luo 2018) rather than a static marketplace for 
transactions.  
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5 Linking Markets and Production through Temporary Proximity 

In the dynamic product and technology context of large trade fairs, a downstream market perspective is often 
dominant for exhibitors that are focused on promoting or selling their products. Conversely, visitors are looking 
upwards for suppliers whose products they can apply or process further. This perspective is not surprising because 
vertical linkages are historically the raison d’être of and still central in trade fairs (Allix 1922; Braudel 1979). 
Despite this, we should not assume that the market relations that unfold during a trade fair have the character 
of one-off trade deals without social relations between the partners involved (Berndt and Boeckler 2009; Callon 
2017). This is clearly not the case for those participants that are looking for longer-term partners in production, 
marketing or research and engage in intense interaction processes at trade fairs (Li and Bathelt 2017; Zhong 
and Luo 2018). More generally, even market relations that develop at trade fairs have a tendency to turn into 
more complex social relations over time that become increasingly embedded (Aspers and Darr 2011; Granovetter 
1985). As such, trade fairs are clearly different from neoclassical markets. Rather, what starts with the intent to 
develop a market relation often turns into a more complex production arrangement, suggesting that market 
relations develop into production linkages over time and merge into complex interfirm interactions that have 
both a market and production focus (Bathelt et al. 2017). 

One could expect that at events like the Canton Fair, which are designed to attract foreign buyers to buy products 
from domestic exhibitors, no social relations develop between the participants as they are interested in 
transactions and trade. This is, however, not the case. A recent study showed that three quarters of the market 
relations investigated in diverse consumer goods industries at the Canton Fair went along with the development 
of social relations (Bathelt et al. 2017). In general, of course, the type of market relations that emerge also 
depend on the type of product, technology and the condition of use. A standardized product or resource may 
not require much interaction between sellers and buyers and can be sold on the spot. This changes, however, 
when niche or customized products are involved that are targeted at specific customer groups or specialized 
applications. In such cases, products cannot be bought from the shelf but need adjustments to fit the required 
purpose. It is crucial that detailed discussions take place between the trade partners to make sure that past and 
future entanglements of the respective products are compatible or to check whether modifications are possible 
(Aspers and Darr 2011; Callon 1998).  

Often, the global buzz that develops during the trade fair is not sufficient to guarantee a perfect match and to 
precisely identify the required adjustments. Therefore, sellers and buyers continue communicating after the 
event and meet in person at the production sites to define the customization procedures and specify contracts 
(Bathelt et al. 2014). These market relations involve substantial knowledge exchanges and become more 
embedded the more interactions are necessary and the longer this process takes. Since the identification of 
potential partners and the adjustment processes are time-intensive and costly, both sellers and buyers are 
committed to a successful relationship and try to limit changes in partners and repeating this process over and 
over with others. Ultimately, this creates a strong incentive for successful interactions to continue through 
which they are gradually transformed into longer-term linkages. At the Canton Fair, about two-thirds of the 
exhibitors investigated engaged in follow-up negotiations with customers they met through the event and nearly 
half were involved in market configurations with repeated and longer-term customer contacts (Bathelt et al. 
2017). 

Additionally, there are substantial risks involved in engaging in interactions right away when exhibitors and 
buyers meet for the first time at a trade fair, as their knowledge about the new partner is limited and trust has 
not yet developed (Maskell 2014). To reduce the risks in such transactions, exhibitors and visitors have a strong 
incentive to get to know each other better and find out about each other’s competencies and capabilities 
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(Bathelt et al. 2017). This can be achieved by inspecting the production facilities, exchanging knowledge about 
each other and inquiring about each other’s reputation with third parties (Glückler and Armbrüster 2003). 
Exhibitors need more information about potential buyers and vice versa before further commitments are made. 
The more collaboration and input are necessary to manufacture the products according to users’ needs the more 
likely longer-term relations between the partners develop. Sometimes joint product development will be the 
next step in such relations involving complex knowledge transfers on both sides. Such embedded relations and 
networks, of course, do not fit the neoclassical idea of a pure market relation. In fact, they are as much market 
relations as they are production linkages. As such, a process can be identified of how production networks 
develop under certain conditions from market relations that originate at trade fairs. Short-term encounters in 
temporary proximity at trade fairs thus lead to longer-term social relations over distance as commitments 
increase. While not every exhibitor engages in such relationships with every buyer, similar mechanisms generally 
do play a role in globalization processes as firms extend their global reach. The processes of developing such 
network linkages take times and may evolve in several stages as trust gradually develops over time (Lorenz 
1999). 

In corollary, processes of production and marketing/sales, which represent separate corporate functions, become 
fully intertwined and need to be governed in an integrated fashion. As trade fairs emerge as crucial catalysts 
that connect market and production relations, this provides opportunities for or may even require closer 
collaboration between economic geography and industrial marketing research to better understand the 
consequences of temporary proximity (Rinallo et al. 2017). 

6 Temporary Dynamics and Systemic Stability 

The main goal of this chapter has been to demonstrate that economic interaction in temporary proximity 
generates many opportunities to organize knowledge exchanges, exercise control and support governance 
challenges in corporate interaction. The chapter supports such arguments in a conceptual way by integrating 
insights about temporary clusters and temporary markets, related to prior research since the mid-2000s. While 
the empirical basis of the findings presented is in many cases still preliminary and needs further rigorous testing, 
what gradually emerges are the foundations of a theory of how different forms of temporary proximity, temporary 
clusters and temporary markets affect knowledge creation processes over distance (Bathelt and Henn 2014).  

Most of this chapter explains why trade fairs present unique opportunities for firms to exchange knowledge, find 
suppliers and customers and learn about technological and market changes. Such opportunities cannot be easily 
replicated in permanent industry settings. Crucial advantages of trade fairs revolve around their temporary 
character that enables broad geographical participation of the members of an organizational field. From an 
exhibitor perspective, these events are in the first place temporary markets with a downstream market 
orientation and knowledge linkages that differ according to the type of event (Rinallo and Golfetto 2011). 
However like other temporary gatherings, trade fairs can also be viewed as temporary clusters in an upstream 
perspective that allow firms to draw conclusions regarding their production and innovation processes. The events 
are characterized by knowledge linkages that are similar to those found in permanent clusters (Maskell et al. 
2006). As a consequence, they offer manifold learning opportunities for the attendees related to and driven by 
specific knowledge ecologies or global buzz (Bathelt et al. 2014; Bathelt and Schuldt 2010). As discussed in this 
chapter, global buzz results from the global co-presence of the members of an organizational field, manifold 
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opportunities for intensive face-to-face interaction and dense observations, a shared institutional context of 
intersecting communities, as well as multiplex meetings and relationships at the events. 

Global buzz is particularly created during international flagship fairs, or global hub events, which are focused 
on knowledge exchanges and innovation. However, this global buzz also spreads to other events and leads to 
knowledge and innovation dynamics that even extend to market-driven events. Even large market fairs are 
characterized by product differentiation dynamics as participants need to engage in short-term knowledge 
exchanges to find the most fitting transaction partners among a large number of attendees (Callon 2017). In 
these exchanges, past entanglements related to the production conditions are linked with future entanglements 
in the user context (Callon 1998), thus creating global buzz and massive knowledge spillovers. These spillovers 
form the basis for future product variations and development activities that show up at future events as 
exhibitors try to learn from earlier experience to attract more buyers and become more efficient in finding 
partners. Once linkages are made between producers and users, there is a strong incentive for both to continue 
their collaboration and engage in longer-term interaction (Bathelt et al. 2017). As market relations become 
more embedded over time, they are transformed into production linkages and networks over distance with 
increasingly complex knowledge exchanges. 

The dynamics that go along with trade fairs might lead us to assume that constantly new products and 
technologies show up at these events which are then picked up by the attendees and lead to a broad and fast 
diffusion of the latest products at a global level. However, at closer investigation, processes of ubiquitification 
(Maskell and Malmberg 1999) are not necessarily a dominant consequence of the technological choices made at 
trade fairs. In fact, empirical studies of trade fairs have shown that attendees often do not know in advance or 
have only vague ideas of what technologies they are looking for when entering these events (Bathelt and Gibson 
2015). When viewing trade fairs as organized anarchies, it becomes clear that technological learning processes 
at these events are not precisely targeted or based on systematic search process. Following the garbage-can 
model of organizational choice (Cohen et al. 1972), trade fairs can be perceived as organized anarchies since 
there is a constant coming and going of attendees, the preferences of the participants are not completely clear 
and the attendees do not have a precise idea how to select products and technologies from the broad offerings. 
Under these conditions, participants do not search specifically for optimal or other best-practice solutions to 
their most pressing problems. Rather, they view the exhibits as a stream of potential solutions from which they 
pick those that they can easily connect with their pre-existing structure. As mentioned in interviews, they know 
what they can use in their production, and how, once they see it – but not before (Bathelt and Gibson 2015). 
In other words, they select from exhibited products and technologies those they can make most sense of in the 
context of their production arrangements. This implies that the outcome of technical choices also depends on 
the roles, skill-sets and experiences of individual participants. Their choices address specifically technologies 
that fit existing structures, strategies and experiences in their operations. While new technologies are of course 
important, they are viewed and evaluated with reference to the specific production context, where they would 
eventually be used. The technological choices made at trade fairs therefore lead to and support ongoing 
specialization processes (Storper 1997) rather than a context-free and borderless diffusion of new technologies. 

Since firms are embedded in macro arrangements of how their factories are set-up, what division of labor is 
implemented and how capital-labor relationships are organized, these arrangements also play out in the search 
processes for new technologies. For instance, while the German political economy is organized in a way that 
encourages stable collaborative production relations, distributed decision-making competencies and ongoing 
incremental learning processes, the US economy pays more attention to the ability to support flexible production 
arrangements that enable disruptive innovation and quick adjustments to market changes (Hall and Soskice 
2001). Since these characteristics have a deep impact on the organization of economic processes, the specific 
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systems of production and innovation (Lundvall 1992; Nelson 1993) also impact the type of technological 
searches at trade fairs. In this context, a recent study found that German firms tend to look more for top-of-
line and customized products at such events while US firms have a stronger orientation toward cost-effective 
solutions and new innovations (Gibson 2018). This does not suggest that a deterministic relationship exists but 
speaks to the contextualization of technological choices that strengthen path dependent processes (Storper 
1997).  

In other words, while trade fairs are characterized by and, at the same time, partial drivers of intrinsic innovation 
dynamics that play out in constantly changing products and technologies, they do not lead to strong 
convergence processes in the diffusion of best practices and technologies, or ubiquitification (Maskell and 
Malmberg 1999). Rather firms will pick up those developments and solutions that best fit their existing 
production structure and strategy and will apply technological novelties in specific ways that are consistent 
with their production context. As such, trade fairs influence and strengthen specialization processes but do not 
enforce convergence toward a single development path. Since firms operate within different technology regimes 
and national systems that influence their choices, these events support the stabilization of multiple pathways 
in the global economy (Bathelt and Gibson 2015; Storper 1997; Vendrusculo 2016). The existence of multiple 
pathways is in fact one of the main rationales as to why the participation in international trade fairs is so 
important and why it facilitates learning opportunities that could not be accessed in a different spatial context 
(Bathelt 2011) as firms from different national production contexts do not routinely exchange knowledge nor 
compare each other’s products and technologies in such an intensive manner.
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